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McGough and Ballard Triumph in
Cohen & Cohen Mock Trial Finals
BY KATIE EARNEST

Editor-in-Chief
On Monday November 17, the two
final teams of the Cohen & Cohen Mock
Trial Competition faced each other in
a four hour trial. Benjamin Friedlander
and Alan Root represented the plaintiff
and Maureen McGough and Rachel
Ballard represented the defendent. The
Honorable Reggie Walton of the United
States District Court for the District of
Columbia presided over the competition,
which was sponsored by Cohen & Cohen,
RC, a boutique personal injury firm in
Washington, D.C.
Before the trial began, the Dean
of the law school, Frederick Lawrence,
offered his congratulations to the com
petitors, all third year students, and en
couraged all students to take advantage
of the opportunities afforded by the
skills programs at GW. Wayne Cohen,
the managing partner of the sponsoring
firm and an adjunct professor at the law
school, also offered his congratulations to
the competitors, as well as the advice to
keep practicing their trial skills.

The trial involved a personal in
jury suit instituted by the plaintiff, Casey
Walker, a fictional character. Walker
asserted that defendant Jamie Lynch, a
famous professional athlete, hit her with
his car on a rainy night, causing her to
fall and sustain multiple injuries. Lynch
denied these assertions and claimed that
Walker fell as a result of intoxication.
Throughout the afternoon, the com
petitors argued motions and objections in
front of Judge Walton and a room full of
students, relatives, and professors. Several
tense moments involving the inclusion of
hearsay in witness testimony and demon
stratives of the crosswalk that demonstrat
ed both teams' mastery of evidence rules
and a clear command of the problem. In
the end, Judge Walton lamented that he
had to only choose one team to win, as
both teams performed very well. After
thirty minutes of praise and criticism for
the teams, he said McGough and Ballard
were the winners of the competition - "but
only marginally so."

Students Adjust to
Short Fall Reading Period
BY ELIZABETH WESTBROOK

Staff Writer

Our final full week of classes has
now come to a close and exams will
soon be upon us. In past years we have
enjoyed a brief respite from the madness
the last days of class entails and the even
madder madness of finals in the form
of Thanksgiving break before classes
concluded and the reading period began.
This year things are different, and the
reading period (a deceptively soothing
name for the most frenzied days of any
law student's existence) and Thanksgiving
(admittedly a holiday wrought with strife
directly proportional to the number of
family members we choose to celebrate
with) coincide to create the atom bomb of
anxiety: relatives and hornbooks.
Last year, Thanksgiving break pre
ceded the final few days of class, which
were then followed by our normal reading
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Criminal Justice Reform
Project Hosts Death
Penalty Speaker

period. This gave everyone a chance to be
with loved ones (not that we don't love all
of our classmates!) for what is possibly the
most family-oriented holiday in the US.
This year classes end the Monday before
Thanksgiving, November 24th, and exams
start up the following Tuesday, Dec. 2.
One reason for the change is that
Thanksgiving falls a week later than usual
this year. The holiday falls on the fourth
Thursday in November rather than a spe
cific date, making it, at times such as this
year, difficult to schedule around.
Most other schools however have
met this challenge without combing the
break and the reading period. Within the
top twenty-five law schools (according
to U.S. News' 2007 rankings), George
Washington is the only one to combine
the Thanksgiving break and reading pe
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SBA Corner
Bar Brief
De Novo Days
Iraqi School Days

riod. While there is some variance, the
general trend dmong other law schools
has been to end classes on Dec. 5th and
hold exams between Dec 9th and 20th.
This allows students to celebrate with their
families, come back to school, finish the
semester, study for a few days, and then
take exams.
The change is definitely affecting
the way students celebrate the holiday.
That the reading period and Thanksgiv
ing break are one and the same has made
many students effectively choose between
their families and school - and school
seems to be the predominant winner.
Many students who would nor
mally go home are choosing to remain in
Washington and eat with classmates or
even alone. 2L David Newland forlornly
jokes that he will be "celebrating alone
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with a bottle of maker's mark and a tray
of hotdogs."
Those who are going home say
they will be worried about the impending
exams and it will hinder their ability to
fully enjoy the holiday and family time.
2L Tarek Ghalayini is concerned with
both the quality of his family time and
his study time: "I am still going home for
Thanksgiving as planned, but I will likely
spend the time studying instead of with
my family. In the end, I won't enjoy the
time at home as much and I likely won't
get as much studying done as I would have
with an actual reading week - b ad news
on both counts."
Though the situation is largely dis
approved of by our classmates, the reac-

Checking Out
On the Right

Sec Reading on Page 5
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Dean Lawrence addresses the crowd of students, parents,
andfaculty members who came to observe the final trial.

Benjamin Friedlander and Alan Root confer with their
witness during the recess.

In her introduction of William
Neal Moore, Associate Dean for Inter
national and Comparative Legal Studies
Susan Karamanian said that the speaker
would be discussing redemption and
gratitude. These seem like ordinary top
ics for a Pentecostal minister to discuss,
but Billy Moore is not your ordinary
minister. Moore has been touring the
country speaking to groups of students,
youth involved in gangs, church members,
and prisoners. He talks mostly about the
death penalty, Georgia's prison system,
and second chances. Moore, who twice
was sent to the "death watch" cell for
prisoners about to be executed, knows
about second chances. In 1984, Moore
was only seven hours away from execu
tion when the Eleventh Circuit Court of
Appeals stayed his execution.
The event was hosted by the GW
Law Criminal Justice Reform Project
and brought to the Law School by the
Southern Center for Human Rights.
About a dozen students came to hear
Moore speak.
In the summer of 1974 Moore was
a soldier stationed in Georgia. After his
wife left him with no money and a young
son to care for; Moore and a partner broke
into a house looking to steal a sizable
amount of cash that was rumored to be
stashed there. The owner of the house
came out of the bedroom firing a shotgun.
Moore fired back, and spent the next six
teen and a half years waiting for the state
of Georgia to execute him.
When Moore was arrested, he im
mediately confessed to his crime. He gave
the police a two and a half hour confes
sion. The sheriff who arrested Moore
played an interesting role in the Georgia
judicial system. According to Moore, the
sheriff would walk around the cells at the
county jail, and tell all of the prisoners
what their sentences would be. When he
stopped at Moore's cell, he told Moore
that he had convinced the judge that
Moore deserved the death penalty. True
to form, the judge arrived at Moore's trial
with the sentence already typed out.
Moore's case was argued all the way
up to the Supreme Court. They were the
last court to grant Billy a stay. During
that thirty day stay, the Georgia parole
board held a hearing. At that hearing,

Moore's life was pleaded for by two very
unlikely parties. The first was the family
of Moore's victim. Moore wrote a letter
to his victim's family after he was first
sentenced. He asked for their forgiveness,
but said that he understood if they never
would. To Moore's surprise they wrote
him back, and Moore stayed in touch
with them through letters for his entire
time in prison (he says that they still talk
on the phone).
The second was none other than
Mother Teresa. Moore became friends
with a visiting Jesuit Priest while he was in
jail, and the Priest later went to Calcutta,
India where he told the world famous
nun the story of Billy Moore. The parole
board took a call from Mother Teresa,
and she reportedly told them to "do what
Jesus would do." The Board commuted
Moore's sentence, and he was released
from prison after almost seventeen years
of incarceration.
Moore's opposition to

the death

penalty and the Georgia prison system
come from his own experiences as well as
those of his fellow inmates on death row.
The idea that a man can be sentenced to
death before his trial would offend almost
anyone's notions of justice. There were
other tales of Moore's time in prison,
like when the guards in charge of death
row took Moore on a tour of the electric
chair three days before he was supposed
to be executed. They wanted to "make
sure [Moore] got to see how beautiful it
was."
Moore went so far as to compare
the Georgia State prison system to slavery.
According to Moore, the physical layout
and hierarchy of the prison are mirror im
ages of those on a plantation. He pointed
out that prisoners in Georgia made all of
the beds for the athletes competing in the
Summer Olympics in 1996, which was
held in Atlanta, Georgia. While many
people would argue that prison labor and
slave labor are different for a number of
reasons, Moore is struck more by their
similarities. When talking about his ex
perience on death row, Billy said that "the
state of Georgia spent a million and a half
dollars trying to kill me," and asked where
he, and many other inmates, would be if
the government had used that money on
youth programs instead.
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Checking Out
BY STEFAN CHACON

Staff Writer
A couple of days before first semes
ter grades were released my first year,
Professor Peterson spent a few minutes
talking to us about how we should react.
He said that, no matter what our grades
were, we should be careful not to "check
out." He explained that grades wouldn't
determine what kind of lawyers we would
be, or where we would work, or how
successful we would be. He said that
what mattered in law school was staying
engaged and taking advantage of every
opportunity to learn.
At the time I thought it was some
thing the administration had probably
asked him to do, to make those of us
that didn't fare as well keep caring, or to
keep the bar high, or just to make us feel
a little better. That may well have been
the case. But now, two years later, that
advice has proven to be some of the best
I ever received.
"Checking out" of law school is
something that almost every student does
at some.point. There were those, as Pro
fessor Peterson predicted, who checked
out as soon as they received first semes
ter grades. They thought their fate was
sealed, and decided to go back to enjoying
life. Another group checked out some
time before the end of the first semester
of second year, once they had secured a
summer job. That was the group who

your limit in law school is probably bet
ter than finding it two months into your
job. As a friend of mine who graduated
a couple of years ago put it, law school
is like one big pie-eating contest, and if
you win, your prize is more pie. Ironi
cally, he is now at the all-you-can eat
pie buffet, and the last person to see him
was his fiance about two weeks ago. We
think he is somewhere under a pile of
paper in downtown D.C.
Now it's my third year, and it seems
inevitable that by the end of second se
mester, all but a few will have aban
doned
the struggle for grades altogether. As
proof I look at my colleagues that are
graduating in December. There is this
kind of hardened, impatient response
you get when you ask them about getting
ready for finals: almost unanimously, "I
just don't care anymore."
And I'm not just talking about the
ones who are going through the formali
ties because they already have a job lined
up. Even those of us that are still trying
to shape the best transcript we can are
finding it hard to approach finals with
the same vigor (fear? enthusiasm? com
petitiveness?) that was par first year.
For one thing, I think we've come
to realize both the truth of our first
year fears and the truth of Professor
Peterson's advice. On the one hand, if
thought their fate was secured.
you have not secured the grade-focused
After first semester of second year, job yet, another A or two isn't going to
a different group checked out, now con change that. If you still want to go that
vinced that stressing over grades and route (and many have discovered very
doing well was pointless. After second compelling reasons not to), the path
semester of second year, for better or is not necessarily through law school
worse, maybe half of the class was still performance. On the other hand, if you
fully engaged. Some of it was simple heeded Professor Peterson's advice up to
fatigue. There is only so long that one this point, you probably realized that a
can operate at full intensity, and finding
world of opportunities exist independent

Political Fronts:
Politics As UsualNo On e C a r e s
As I write this article, it is now to the needs of everyday life.
November 21, just 17 days after the
Quick, name one person Obama
election. Yet, for all you can tell it could has picked for his cabinet not named
be 17 months later. Obama supporters, Clinton? If you didn't have to Google
either content with their victory, or that question to find the answer, you're
because there aren't any Republicans more in the know than most Americans.
around to gloat at, have led a fairly quiet Don't feel bad though, the fact of the
existence. No longer do the discussions matter is that it doesn't matter. Having
of how awesome it will be when he is elected Obama into office, we now wash
president fill the law school. Those our hands of any responsibility in deter
sounds have
mining what course this
been replaced
country
takes. In four .
BY RYAN BOWEN
by the familiar
years, we'll look around
anxious drone
and ask ourselves, "Am
of study groups
I happy with the state of
and exam-in
things right now?" If the
duced panic attacks.
answer is yes,then Obama will get another
On my Yahoo! page, political four years, if not then the outcome is more
news has been relegated back to its questionable. The point is that no one
place at the bottom of the headlines, its cares how he gets us there along the way.
featured-story-status usurped by who We have given him the reigns; it's up to
was last eliminated on Dancing with him now to determine what course we
the Stars. The only signs that remind take. The issue is not the path by which he
me of what's been going on the last goes -what matters is only the destination
six months are the bumper stickers at which we arrive.
cheering for a contest that's already
For a candidate who spoke so much
been won while they wait patiently to about change, and who ran as a Wash
be removed (if they ever will be), and ington outsider, you'd think more people
the construction in front of the White would have noticed how his cabinet-inHouse that I pass on my way to work waiting is packed with Clinton staffers
several times a week. For all the talk and other career politicians. For someone
of change, things sure settled back into who denied cbarg.es tbat bis economic
the status quo pretty quickly. The en policies were socialist, it's shocking how
thusiasm surrounding the election was quickly Democrats embraced the idea of
like the finale of a great symphony. It a g overnment stake in the nation's auto
builds and builds, ending in a great cre makers. Bailing out the auto industry
scendo. But after the maestro takes his may or may not be a good thing (I for one
bow and the audience finishes clapping, think it might be a good thing, if handled
everyone goes home and lives out their properly and managed responsibly), but
daily lives, with the memories of the surely no one can deny how this move
night's euphoria quickly succumbing reeks of socialism.

On the Right

See Right on Page 5

See Checking Out on Page 4

SBA Corner:
Three Things to Know

Trying to
Love uChange:

BY BRETT SHEATS

Special to the Nota Bene

BY ADAM R. PEARLMAN

Opinions Editor
As this is the final issue of the Nota
Bene this semester, it is a suitable point to
take a moment to look backward before
focusing on finals, winter break, and then
the spring semester before us. A moment
for reflection in these busy days is a wel
come pause from outlining and take-home
finals. I look back and I remember where
I was at this point in time in the previous
years of my law school experience. The
time flies so quickly, and yet so many
important and memorable things have
happened in the past two and a half years.
A few thoughts:
To the lLs:
These are tough times, I remem
ber. Finals loom largely on the horizon,
quickly approaching. Everyone is going
through the same thing. However, re
member that this too shall pass. Three
pieces of advice:
1. Create an outline you can trust.
2. Index it so that you can quickly
reference the information you need.
3. Make sure that you sleep.
To the 2Ls:
These are tough times, I remember.

Depending on many factors, you may
be able to focus solely on finals. Some
of you are still wondering where you
will be working this upcoming summer.
However, remember that this too shall
pass. Three pieces of advice:
1. Get an outline from someone
you can trust.
2. Ask for work clothes as a
present from your parents (exciting, I
know).
3. Make sure that you take your
vitamins. And bundle up, it's cold
outside.
To the 3Ls:
Times really aren't as tough, it
seems. Depending on many factors, you
may be able to focus solely on Madden
'09. However, remember that this too
shall pass. Soon enough, we'll be study
ing for the bar exam. Boo. Make sure
you find out when the deadlines are for
your state's bar exam application!
Best of luck during finals. Happy
Thanksgiving. I truly hope you have
a relaxing and enjoyable winter break.
You deserve it.

I really had planned on stay
ing away from politics for this week's
column. Really. But as the Obama
administration takes shape, I can't keep
from posing a question to everybody
who voted for Change: is this what you
had in mind?
Don't get me wrong - I believe
that President-elect Obama is trying to
get who he feels are the best people to
do the jobs for which he's tapping them.
They're capable, they're bright. And
they're . . . experienced.
Nobody seriously expected the
new Executive Branch leadership to be
a team of total outsiders who had never
held a Washington job among them.
That would have been a poor way to
put an administration together, regard
less of the campaign rhetoric. But we
were led to believe that the constant
(and consistent) upbeat refrains meant
something -that the most senior people
in the O-ministration would be people
who had some perspective on the

workings of the federal government, but
that they would not merely be the same
politicos who have been entrenched in DC
culture for nearly two decades.
What Mr. Obama is doing is both
simple and understandable - he is trying
to get a group who can (in stealing Hilary's
theme) be ready to work on Day One, as
well as a team that can play well together.
But aye, there's the rub. E-v-e-r-y-t-h-i-ng President-elect Obama has done since
Election Day mirrors President Bush.
Obama is plucking from the same crop
of folks that have been through the same
ol' song and dance before, as Bush did.
And Obama is clearly taking advantage
of the Unitary Executive poweis exercised
by Bush (though he is not calling it that)
with a announcing a plethora of Executive
Orders and outlining a substantial role for
the Vice President.
Sure, it's just politics. But more

See Change on Page 5
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Wine Review:
Le Beaujolais Nouveau
Est Arrive!
BY JOON SONG

Columnist
There is a time and place for chug
ging vast quantities of wine from a box.
Fortunately for me, that was Rush Week
2004 at college. Unfortunately for me, I'm
now in law school: again, I find myself in
dire need of good, cheap, fun alcohol.
Every year around this time, winemakers and merchants go crazy with the
phenomenon of "Beaujolais nouveau."
Beaujolais, a region of France close to
the more famous Bourgogne (Burgundy)
appellation, produces wine made from
the very light, very easygoing gamay
grape. While some of the wines that come
from Beaujolais—especially from the 10
prestigious crus (areas, or villages)—are
well-crafted and have wonderful charac
ter, much of the remainder is a simple,
low-alcohol beverage that is meant to
be quaffed in the bistros of Paris and
Lyon. This is especially true for "new
Beaujolais," which is fermented but for
a few days and rushed to market. It can
then only be sold at 12:01 am of the third
Thursday in November. This means you
might have already seen cases of the stuff
at your local liquor or wine shop—if
you're like me and go to a liquor store
every week..

A few warnings come to mind.
If you're used to wines like cabernet
sauvignon or merlot, Beaujolais in general
and Beaujolais nouveau specifically will
be shocking. For starters, they are usually
served chilled—sometimes in buckets of
ice. They are extremely light-bodied and
very pale due to the characteristics of the
gamay grape and the short fermentation
period. Beaujolais is like the white wine
of red wines—and some people will just

not like it.
Beaujolais nouveau has been subject
to a fair amount of controversy, some
reasonable, some not. It is often derided
as a gimmick to sell plonk to gullible nouveau-oenophiles. There is some merit to
this argument: the concept of Beaujolais
nouveau was championed in the 1970s
by the negociant par excellence Georges
Duboeuf (zhohrzh(uh) dew-buhf) as a
way to move product—62 million bottles
at the peak of sales in 1998—and, as is
claimed, gain recognition for the more
serious cru Beaujolais.
But at what cost? Some critics
have dismissed Beaujolais nouveau as
"cherry-flavored sugar water" or "wine
Kool-Aid." More significantly, casual
drinkers might think nouveau is the rule
instead of the exception and thus pass up
the finer fruit of the region.
Critics should take a cue from Beau
jolais and chill a bit. Beaujolais nouveau,
like (most) social drinking (hopefully), is
about having a good time with friends.
There is surprisingly delicious nouveau
out there if you look hard enough; even
if you have to settle for the default "flower
label" variety from Duboeuf (approxi
mate retail $11 - $14), get a few bottles, put
them in the fridge, and drink drink drink.
Beaujolais nouveau goes incredibly well
with pizza, fried chicken, and all manners
of greasy food.
You should try to find nouveau from
Louis Tete (approximate retail $11 - $12).
It is light-bodied but not watery and offers
thirst-quenching flavors of strawberry and
cherry. Trust me: this one doesn't taste
like sugar water.

If you want to party it up like
they do in France, get together a group
of your fellow law students this week,
buy a few bottles of nouveau, and drink
heartily while lamenting about how
horribly studying for finals is going
(while secretly laughing at the others
because you have three outlines for
each subject).
Whatever you do, please go to
the store sometime this week or the
next and buy non-nouveau Beaujolais.
Even beyond nouveau, there are dif
ferent levels of quality. In ascending
order, these are Beaujolais, BeaujolaisVillages, and cru Beaujolais. Each

Beaujolais nouveau
Louis Tete | $11 - $12 | The best nouveau you'll ever have!
Get it online... from California.
Georges Duboeuf | $11 - $14
Any wine store starting Nov. 20.

school is only three years- because if it
were four they would have to install cots
in the classrooms. Maybe we just get it
already. Maybe we all eventually realize
that letters and numbers cannot define
us. Or maybe finals just snuck up on us
a lot faster this time, and we are rebelling
against the idea that in a few short days we
will once again be back in that room, with
the proctors and the pencils and coughing
neighbor and, of course, the exam.

Beaujolais cru
Jean Descombes, Morgon cru | $9-$12 | A well-structured,

delicious, and substantial cru Beaujolais. Goes well with roast
chicken or fish.
Bell Liquor, 1821 M St. NW | (202) 223-4727
The Wine Specialist, 2115 M St. NW I (202) 8 33-0707
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BY YUNJI KIM

Columnists

Dear Yunji,
Il've noticed that a lot of couples like to cuddle in public. This offends me. If
they want to hook up in law school, they should go to the library. What can we do
about the snuggling couples?!

P.S. Where are your favorite spots to make out in the law school?
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Ask Yunji!

Offended in the Soft Lounge
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Desperate times..

Beaujolais
from Kermit Lynch, Wine Merchant $14-$15 | Good intro.
The Wine Specialist, 2115 M St. NW (202) 833-0707

Checking Out from page 3.
of your transcript. If you have remained
engaged this long, regardless of grades,
you probably made the kind of connec
tions, or the right kind of self-discovery, to
sufficiently define your immediate future
after graduation. Either way, it's hard to
find the inspiration to stay in the library
all night.
Maybe at this point checking out
isn't the same self-defeating resignation
that it would have been, say, January of
first year. Maybe it is the reason that law

level is a step up—you should aspire to
the cru, especially after drinking three
bottles of nouveau the previous week.
Interestingly enough, cru is not much
more expensive than nouveau—good
examples could be had for around $9,
and the most pricy I've seen topped off
at around $20.
Beaujolais nouveau should be
embraced. Its arrival is certainly at
a fortuitous time for us: right before
Thanksgiving and finals. Get a few
bottles now and upgrade to cru for
Thanksgiving: Beaujolais goes well with
turkey and cranberry sauce.
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Dear Offended,
I too have been tempted before to sneak up on blissfully clueless twosomes
with a giant sign declaring, "Less Necking, More Reading!" However, I do
believe that any pleasant sentiment - such as romance - left unscathed by LRW
or the nonexistent legal market should be nurtured and encouraged. The right
approach may not be making the lounges more hostile, but making the library
more inviting instead. I propose we dim the lights in the bottom stacks, line the
floors with cushions, and place scented candles on the shelves. It actually might
just be enough to make the annotated USC sexy.
RS. I do not have any make out spots in law school. Thank you very much
for rubbing it in.
Got a question about what's going around the law school, Foggy Bottom,
or the world in general? Email notabenegw@gmail.com and ask what's on your
mind. Yunji has the answer!
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Seriously, Put Down
the Red Bull:
Real Exam Study Tips

Lastly, caffeine is a diuretic, which is never
fun to deal with during an exam and can
also cause dehydration. Drink plenty of
water, juices, and/or herbal teas with your
Venti Skinny Caramel Latte. And don't
turn into Jessie Spano.
Work it Out
Studies have shown that just 30 min
utes of activity a day can improve energy
level, focus, concentration, endurance,
and disposition. Even just a brisk 30-minute walk can create a long-lasting sense of
rejuvenation not found in a Snickers Bar
or a Red Bull.
Dream Big
A studier absorbs the majority of
the material covered while his lids are
locked. During your snooze, your body
soaks up all of the information thrown at
it during the day. Taking the time to get
a good night's rest, however impossible
it seems, prevents you from losing all the
hard work you've done and increases
studying efficiency.
Break It Off
Short breaks restore mental energy
and can lead to greater productivity. Do
something enjoyable while your nose is
out of the books and you will come back
with renewed motivation. How you spend
your break time is completely your deci
sion: Watch a clip on failblog.org (I rec
ommend the half pipe fail), take a quick

walk around Jacob Burns, or write Set
& Lisa an email inquiring as to which
bar you should invade once exams are
over. How long breaks last and how
often they occur depends on your style
and preference. There is no bright-line
rule. A few ten-minute breaks may save
hours in the long run.
Tomorrow. Same Time, Same
Place
A body is easier to train than a
Doberman Pinscher. You are most
productive during the time of day/night
that is best for you and when you are
in the most comfortable place for you.
Studying at the same time every day
teaches your body when it is time to
focus and when it is not. The result is
similar for where the cramming occurs.
Studying around the same times every
day and in the same places will eventu
ally train your body to prepare itself and
it will adapt to its new schedule.
Just Dance
All work and no play is what will
inevitably force some of our classmates
into the Lawyers Assistance Program.
Healthy procrastination should be part
of your time management strategy. No
one likes a Negative Nancy, so take time
to have fun and restore some positive
energy. Studying 24/7 is not effective
and will only make you go crazy.

age, which as of this writing is down 200
points since Election Day.) But pragmatic
management of expectations is the exact
opposite of instilling hope. And patching
up problems is not the same as affecting
change. Senator Obama is certainly doing
what he must, but once he takes office, I
will anxiously await the time that he does
what he promised.
I hope he and his team are suc
cessful. President Bush, unfortunately,
is leaving office with an air of toxicity
around him. For all the things he did right
(and he did a lot right), he has become an
easy target; it is popular to hate him. Not
merely disagree with him or dislike him,
but viscerally hate him. That's a sad state
ment of our country today, and I hope it
never happens again to another President,
of either party.

rhetoric about why the country is now a
disaster and how it's all Bush's fault. If the
Congressmen and women who took these
stances had thought Bush's ideas were so
bad, why didn't they do something? The
answer is because the American public
cares only for what you say, not what
you do.
When confronted with issues that
reflected poorly on Obama, I heard many
of his supporters fall back on the adage,
"Well, he can't be as bad as Bush." He
absolutely can be, if you let him. In this
season of change, let us take this oppor
tunity to change the way America holds
its government accountable, end negative
and divisive politics, and foster a more ac
tive role of citizens in their government.

Right from page 3.

Reading from page 1.

I write about these moves not to
criticize the President-elect before he even
takes his place behind the desk in the Oval
Office, but only to point out how little we
hold our politicians accountable for the
decisions they make, how little we take
notice of their decisions until things are so
set in motion that when they have blown
up in our collective faces it's already too
late. Many people are quick to blame
Bush for the economic crisis, but can any
one really name a single thing he did that
may have led to the state of things? Sure,
the vague "he supported de-regulation of
banks" is a sure-fire cliche, but someone
explain to me what specific action he took
to that end. Even then, if you were paying
attention when he took those actions, why
didn't you say something then?
The last eight years have been
dominated by the politics of whining.
Democrats have stood behind podiums
at press conferences giving us post facto

tion isn't 100% negative. Some students,
generally those who grew up locally, are
pleased with the change. They cite the
fact that an earlier exam schedule means
earlier winter break. 3L Joshua Kotin
says, "I would happily take a slightly less
fun Thanksgiving Day break if it means
preserving our 3 week Christmas vaca
tion." Fellow 3L Adrian Fontecilla says
that because his family lives locally, he is
basically unaffected.
They are in the minority however,
both geographically and sentimentally. 3L
Evann O'Donnell says, "I was really sad
about it. My family lives far away and I
haven't seen them in months, so I was re
ally looking forward to seeing everyone.
But I knew I would be too rushed and
too stressed to come home to see them
this year."
Adding fuel to the ire of students
who have decided to forego family time in
favor of study time, is the fact that the law

school will be closed from Wednesday
evening at 6:45 pm until Saturday morn
ing. This schedule is throwing off many
students' study habits. Newland notes
that he has a very specific exam routine
that works for him, and it entails study
ing at school. He and many others say
that they cannot study at home and do
not know where they will be able to go
to get work done. 2L Lindsey Ingraham
says she is "confused as to whether [the
schedule this year] indicates a decision
to stop giving us reading days or simply
a lack of concern for the students who
may wish to spend a traditionally family
holiday with their family." The decision
to close the school for a large portion
of the break certainly lends itself to the
former explanation.
As of press time, the school
closing is under so much fire that the
Student Bar Association has created a
petition requesting that the doors are
opened Friday morning rather than
Saturday. SBA President Brett Sheats
plans on handing the petition to the
administration on Monday, November
24th, and is optimistic that they will be
receptive to our concerns.
The administration was contacted
multiple times to comment on the rea
soning behind the scheduling decisions
but did not respond. One can only
imagine that it was not done cruelly,
but rather absent-mindedly: after all,
they do not have to balance admin law
with their turkey dinners. Still, 2L Jes
sica Katz says she would have expected
and hoped for more from our school:
"I think that the administration should
be more sensitive to the fact that fami
lies, especially as we get older and our
lives take us to different and far away
places, really only come together for
the holidays."

BY CLARE CAVALIE RO

Features Editor
Finals have officially snuck up on
all of us and Judgment Day is rapidly ap
proaching. As we begin to study, outline,
and stress to prepare for exams, some
study tips and techniques might help us
make the most out of the limited time we
have left.. .and prevent us from pulling a
Britney Spears.
Smart Foods
The human brain is one of the small
est organs in our body, but it uses about
20% of the energy an average American
needs every day. If that is how much
energy an average American's brain uses
every day, it follows that an average law
student's brain uses much more. Adjust
meals accordingly. A steady flow of glu
cose will vastly improve study abilities.
1. Eat Breakfast! Mom said it was
the most important meal of the day and
various sports figures from Michael Jor
dan to Michael Phelps have continually
told us to eat our Wheaties. They were
not lying. A nutritious breakfast boosts
concentration and memory- two very

important things while studying. Try
something high in fiber that provides a
steady release of glucose. Anything whole
wheat and fruits are great options.
2. Snack often. Eating healthy foods
frequently throughout a cram sesh will
also assist your glucose level and ward off
waves of exhaustion. Crunchy foods are
the best option- they really help to keep
a studier alert, awake, and focused. Car
rots, pretzels, popcorn, celery, and dried
fruit/nuts are terrific choices.
3. Careful with the caffeine. Some
of us literally "run on Dunkin'" and that
is completely understandable considering
the circumstances. However, a sudden jolt
of caffeine is beneficial only for a short
period of time and then you crash harder
than a 5-year-old on Halloween night.
Sipping coffee continuously throughout
a study session will prevent the inevitable
downward spiral that so often occurs once
the caffeine is gone. In addition, excessive
caffeine can/will upset one's blood sugar,
which will limit concentration and focus.

Change from page 3.
than that, it's politics as usual. And
that's not what Obama's supporters were
voting for when they voiced their desire
for an anti-Bush, a Washington outsider
who could bring hope and change with a
team not beholden to lobbyists and special
interests. Inviting senior Clinton official
after senior Clinton official into the fold
doesn't seem to meet that calling. And
to include an actual Clinton . . . well,
that will be interesting indeed. (On that
note, as intelligent and capable as Hilary
is, her selection as Secretary of State is
akin to placing a bull in the China shop
of foreign relations. I think she will be
great for the post - but her instincts in
foreign affairs are really quite Bush-like.
She is not exactly known for being the
delicate multi-lateralist that one might
have expected Obama to pick.)
A professor of mine in college once
said of President Reagan that his biggest
strength was his vision. Reagan, he said,
came to power knowing what he wanted
to accomplish -to defeat the evils of Com
munism. He just had no idea how to do
it, so he surrounded himself with people
who did. I hope that the same proves true
of soon-to-be President Obama - I h ope
he keeps his vision in-tact, and is simply
surrounding himself with the people who
know how to accomplish what he does
not. I hope he inspires them in their jobs
as he inspired Americans as voters. I
hope they work, not as the old guard of
the Clintonian Democratic Party, but as a
team destined to implement a vision and
a plan, and work for a cause greater than
themselves.
Barack Obama brought to life the
political Field of Dreams -if you inspire,
they will vote. But people voted for hope
and change. We know that having hope is
separate and distinct from having expec
tations. (For some empirical proof that
Obama does not transcend this principle,
look at the Dow Jones Industrial Aver
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Bar Brief:
Late Night Eats Edition
BY SET SAMII AND LISA STRAUSS

Columnists

Trust Us, We 're Experts
We promise to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. As
future members of the DC Lawyers Assistance Program, we are proud to present a
bi-weekly run-down of DC hotspots. This week we're doing a review of our favorite
late-night eating spots, because honestly, who doesn't crave French fries and a healthy
side of ranch dressing after a night of imbibing.
Before getting into this review, we'd like to re-introduce ourselves to you, our now
faithful readers. Set is a recent graduate of George Washington University and DC's
very own former bar wench. Lisa, fresh from the Chicago working world, is thrilled
to be in a new city, with new bars and new late-night eating establishments.

Case: So, due to preparation for finals, we haven't really had a chance to hit

up any new bars in the past couple of weeks. But we wouldn't want to leave our
faithful read ers hanging, so we decided to compile a list of the best places for late
night drunk eating in DC.
For all you fans of post-bar noshing...here's a quick list of our favorite spots.
Facts:
Georgetown:
Bistro Francais: Where else can you get quiche lorraine late night? For all you
high-class broads and gents, sit and enjoy a delicious meal in an authentic French
cafe right next to your favorite bars in Georgetown.
Georgetown Cafe: GTC might be off the beaten path, but definitely worth
the hike uphill on Wisconsin. A 24-hr diner with quality chow. Who doesn't want
pancakes at 3am on a Saturday night/Sunday morning? The fries are unreal and
you'll be pleasantly surprised at the service. Even in the wee hours of the morning,
the staff is cordial, even if you're not.
Johnny Rockets: If you don't mind not having an authentic Georgetown experi
ence, J-Rockets is great for burgers and shakes apres a night at Garretts. The music is
fun, the lights are bright and usually there's a pretty ridiculous crowd and if nothing
else, you'll definitely feel 5-lbs heavier on the walk home.
Dupont:
Julia's Empanadas: These delectable South-American treats are a fan favorite
after bumpin' and grindin' at the cluster of dance clubs in the area. The interior is
dingy at best, but once you taste the goods this place has to offer, you won't mind.

Advertise in
the Nota Bene
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$300 (160 square inches)

U Street:
Jumbo Slice: Not as good as the Adam's Morgan twin but still satisfying.
One big plus is there are tables and chairs to sit and eat your ginormous slice of
pizza. If you're feeling adventurous try plopping down next to some randoms and
chat about your travels on U Street. Tip for the wise: stay away from the samosas.
It's called Jumbo Slice for a reason.
McDonalds: We cringe to even put this on the list, but you have to admit
those salty sticks of joy and the 2 all beef patties, special sauce...you know the
rest...are pretty tempting when you've had a bit too many cocktails. The place
is always crowded and seemingly people aren't counting calories. This particular
McDonald's also holds a special place in our hearts due to a Halloween night
binge. Caution: You will regret this in the morning.
Taco Bell: Okay...it's not open late, but we love this place so much that the
sight of one makes us giddy in our special place. If you ever make it to U Street
pre-9pm make sure you cop a Crunchy Taco Supreme and then tell us how good
it was.
Adams Morgan:
Alberto's: People have been raving about this place for a while now so we
thought we'd break our allegiance with the original Jumbo Slice and head across
the street. Alberto's spicy slice wasn't our cup of tea. We felt like we needed 10
Gatorades to wash it down and extinguish the lingering burn of Alberto's signature
sauce. Some like it hot. We didn't.
Amsterdam Falafelshop: We have to be honest. We haven't checked this

place out yet, but have heard nothing but rave reviews and didn't want to be bias.
Maybe we'll try it next week. Or maybe we'll just go to Jumbo Slice...
The Original Jumbo Slice: you know...the one with the smoke machine,
flashing lights and Top 40 playlist. No trip to Adam's Morgan is complete without
a stop at the Original. No $4 item of food has satisfied our taste buds as much as
this cheesy slice of heaven. The atmosphere is wild and crazy just like the neigh
borhood itself. There is also the possibility that you may meet your soul-mate
while waiting in line. That'll be a story for the grandkids.
Do you have su ggestions, comments, concerns or just need a bar recommendation?
Or did you have Turley, Cunningham, or Kerr for Torts, Contracts, orCrim? Emailusat
gwbarbriej@gmail.com.

Hearsay
Function: noun
1 : s ome random evidence term
2 : hi larious statements made around GW Law

Overheard in An titrust:
"That cancer deaths will increase by 15% is extremely
good news, since the market must total 100%"
Overheard in Criminal Proce dure:
"Mr. Lockhart was a juvenile defender for 2 years, then
went to the felony unit for 5 years, and finally switched
back to his true love - juveniles."

We offer discounts
for multiple issue commitments.
Contact us at notabenegw@gmail.com
Hear something funny in c lass or around the law
school? Email Hearsay at notabenegw@gmail.com
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TERENCE G. SCHOONE-JONGEN

De Novo Days

Fun
With
Exam Studying:
Tales From the Trenches
Well, here we are, well on our way
to Thanksgiving and Exams. You can tell
by that sort of late semester glaze reflected
in (or on) just about everybody's face. I
know I see such looks staring back at me
when I look in the mirror most mornings.
And afternoons. And evenings. Such
is the life we have chosen for ourselves,
however, so this is an observation with
out complaint (without much complaint,
anyway).
With but one mere day of classes
standing between this writing and the
inevitable studying psychosis that will
be descending upon all of us that are not
already under its spell, I cast my mind
back to marathon studying sessions from
days of yore: last year. As I do so, the
thing that jumps out at me is that, con
trary to all the dread, gloom, and terror
that surrounds this time of year, I had
some pretty good times during last year's
exam periods. Given that I have to start

studying for exams tonight (what a
glorious Friday this shall be!), it seems
somehow appropriate to send myself
off by recounting some tales of bravery
and mirth from last year.
1. Pizza in the Road. So, last year,
after the first Thursday of exam week
(halfway home, baby!), there was some
sort of party and/or get-together. I
don't remember the context exactly, but
I do remember that I, along with two of
my friends, found ourselves at the edge
of Foggy Bottom, ravenously hungry, at
about 2am. All that was open was that
Papa John's (or is it Domino's? Funny
how you forget your own neighborhood
at this time of year) there just before
the Pennsylvania Avenue bridge into
Georgetown. And so we entered, or
dered a pizza, and then took it outside
into the 25 degree weather and pro
ceeded to devour it while standing in the
middle of Pennsylvania Avenue (on the

median). At one point, a cop car flew
by and swooped into a parking spot in
front of the pizza joint; the cop jumped
out, leaving his door open and engine
running. We thought we were about to
witness some sort of bust, but instead
he just ran up to the counter, placed an
order, and waited. I was encouraged to
take advantage of the open, running,
empty police car. I did not.
2. Crime on the Island: Last
spring, several of my friends and I
decided to go study on the National
Mall for a change of scenery. So we
sauntered on down to said Mall and
ended up deciding to sit on that monu
ment to the signers of the Declaration
of Independence that is situated on
the small island in the large pond to
the north of the World War II Memo
rial (which exhibits architecture that is
more monumental than memorial, in
my opinion). There we sat, studying,
among other things, criminal procedure,
when a large group of teenagers came
romping onto the island. They passed
us by and headed out to the narrow
promontory on the island (you know
the one, if you've been there). Some
minutes later, a funny smell wafted over
in our direction; you can guess what
said smell was (hint: you get arrested for
smoking that stuff, unless you live in a
state with a medical exception; but see
Gonzales v. R aich, 545 U.S. 1 (2004)).
Gutsy behavior for the National Mall!
Eventually they left, feet somewhat un

steady and blissful expressions 'pon their
young faces; they were soon replaced by
middle-aged men drinking out of flasks.
All this was amusing, but not especially
conducive for studying. So we left. With
memories.
3. Probably my favorite exam-time
adventure also hails from last spring. My
friend Ezra and I were studying in the
Gelman Library (why not, after all?) on
a Sunday, the Contracts II exam looming
large for Tuesday. By 11:00 pm, we had
had enough. So we went over to Tonic
for a drink or two. Upon leaving Tonic,
Ezra said, as he was (and is) wont to do,
"Let's go watch Lebowski. I've got beers
in my fridge." After some minutes of
what I now see to have been unwarranted
prevarication, I agreed, figuring I could
still get home by a semi-reasonable hour.
I am proud to say, h owever, that instead
we ended up watching not just The Big
Lebowski, but also Rocky IV. There is
nothing that can get you pumped for a
Contracts II exam like watching Rocky
IV until 5:30 am. 36 hours later, I felt
as though I, too, was avenging Apollo's
death. True, I was not taking repeated
head shots from a Swede pretending to
be a Soviet superman, but attempting to
apply the Uniform Commercial Code and
determine the available remedies can't
have felt much better. Even so, I have
no regrets.
May the same be true for you this
time next year.

ZEENA ADIL ABDUL-RAHMAN

Iraqi School Days,

Series^ A
This is the sixth installment of a special Nota Bene series by Zeena Adil AbdulRahman. Zeena grew up in Iraq and Saudi Arabia, spending most of her high school
years in Baghdad.

Part VI: Caught and Shamed
After all my careful planning and
intricate protections, the day I had worked
so hard to keep from ever becoming a real
ity was here. It started out as every other
day did: school, then home for lunch, and
then a visit to one of the girl's house to
talk to my boyfriend for a few hours. My
father had a history of tapping our own
phones to monitor the maids and drivers,
so I rarely risked using the house phone
when I talked to him.
I decided to go Laween's house
today since I had been at Zahraa and Zainab's house every day this week. I didn't
want my father to get suspicious as to why
I was constantly at their house. Laween
was from a prominent Kurdish family
that had moved to Baghdad shortly after
the gassing in Halabja in Northern Iraq.
Her father owned the two biggest, and
only, marble factories in Iraq. Although
their family were multi-millionaires, they
lived a modest life in Baghdad in order to
keep the eyes of the government off of
them. Her father drove an old Mazda in
Baghdad and a brand new BMW when
they visited Jordan. Although no one
from the government had ever tried to
hurt them in any way, and even though
her father had been invited to many
government investor gatherings with no
adverse consequences, Laween's family
had a staunch belief that the government
would try to take away their money if Sad
dam knew how much they had. I always
thought they were a little paranoid, but

there were too many rumors among
Iraqi Kurds about Saddam's greed to
convince them otherwise.
My excuse for going to Laween's
house that day was a biology tutoring
session. Laween and I had convinced
our biology teacher from school to
"tutor" us at Laween's house. I never
told my other friends about this be
cause I knew they would want to come
and could not afford sharing the cost.
Madam Asma charged us $150 an hour
in exchange for an A at the end of the
semester, regardless of how we actually
performed.
When I arrived that day at
Laween's house, her mother was out.
So I immediately went to the phone
and started calling. The phone rang a
couple times before an old deep voice
with a thick Kurdish
accent answered
/
the phone and said "alo." It was his
father. I promptly hung up on him,
waited a couple minutes and tried
again. His father answered again.
Around my 15th crank call, his father
went into a scathing tirade about how
horribly I was raised and how little
respect I had for other people. He was
speaking as if he knew it was a girl that
was calling. I smiled and thought it was
funny that he assumed the caller was a
girl, even though he had two teenage
daughters and two teenage sons. Iraqi
fathers are usually in denial about the
fact that their daughters are dating, and

his daughter had been in a relationship
with a guy 8 years her senior for the
past 3 years.
After several hours of failing
to get a hold of him, I got frustrated
and decided to give up. Right when
I put the phone down, it rang. Not
thinking about the fact that I was in
someone else's house, I answered the
phone. "Zeena!" My father's voice
burst through the ear piece. "What are
you doing? Why are you answering
the phone at Laween's house?! I am
sending the driver, come home right
now!!" He slammed the phone down,
and it felt like he had slammed it against
my heart. I started panicking, Laween
kept asking what was wrong, but I could
barely put the words together. "Do you
think your father knows? Ok, stay calm.
Here, read a little Quran. It will keep
you strong. Whatever happens, don't
confess. Even if he says he knows ev
erything, he is bluffing, don't fall into his
trap!" I could hear the words Laween
was saying, but I couldn't answer her.
The whole room was spinning. I felt
like I was going to pass out.
About 15 minutes later, the door
bell rang. I looked and saw my sister
standing outside. The disappointed
look on her face was one that I have
never forgotten. Once she saw me walk
ing towards her, she turned her back and
walked back to the car. When I first
got into the car, we were both silent. I

looked at her, trying to figure out what
she was thinking, but she kept her eyes
on the road. After 5 long minutes, she
finally said "Zeena, I thought we were
best friends. I thought we told each other
everything. How could you do this to us?
You ruined our reputation and your own.
Who do you think will marry you after
they find out everything you did? Don't
try to deny it, don't you dare try to pretend
you didn't do anything. We have all the
proof we need. I have been defending you
this whole time, telling mom and dad that
you are a good girl, a smart girl. This was
stupid, very stupid."
After my sister's lecture in the car, I
could not lift my eyes from the ground. I
walked into the house with a prominent
scarlet letter on my chest and a cloud of
shame above my head. I started on the
long walk from the front door to the mas
ter bedroom on the third floor where my
father was waiting. I could almost hear
the words "Dead Man Walking" in my
head as I walked slowly to the stairs.
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Crossword 101

By Ed Canty

Unblemished
Across

DOCKET
law school events

Tuesday December 2
Exam period begins

Thursday December 4
New Faculty Luncheon

12:00pm, B505

Thursday December 11
The Nutcracker Ballet
Join fellow GW Law alumni for mingling at Finemondo before
heading to the Warner Theatre to see The Washington Ballet.
Tickets are $60 per person, registration required.
5:30pm, 1319 F Street NW

Friday December 12
Exam Period Ends, Winter Break Begins

1 Ri nd
5 Cuff
9 Sailboat stabilizer
13 Small amount
14 City on the Nile
15 Opera rendition
16 Clooney's '91 movie
19 Shade tree
20 Require
21 Salary increases
22 Simba's uncle
23 Only
24 Lowest part
27 Tiff
28 Commercials
31 General anesthetic
32 For pity's sake
33 Radar target
34 The Pink Panther's quest
37 Tracy's Ms. Trueheart
38 Helper
39 "The old
bucket"
40 Before
41 Evergreen trees
42 Clergyman
43 Explosive device
44 Bring ashore
45 Man, for one
48 Clean
49 Old man
52 Excuse in 34 Across
55 Fossil fuel
56 Desert haven
57 Tied
58 Roll call response
59 Egg on
60 Strong wind
Down
1 Follows web or work
2 Germany's Helmut
3 Ne wspaper piece
4 Log Z's
5 More secure
6 Told tall tales

7 Curve
8 Sunday dinner perhaps
9 Couric of Today
10 God of love
11 Hibcrnia
12 Getaways
14 Coffee additive
17 Audience perk
18 Preservative
22 Footprints
23 Empty area
24 Actress Midler
25 Not the same
26 Not those
27 Iditarod need s
28 Similar
29 Pay phone fodder
30 Exhausted
32 Blazing
33 Interlace
35 Umbrella's challenge
36 Pupil cover
41 Penalty

44 Coherent
45 Urge
46 Footwear
47 Exec, plane
48 Pedro's change
49 15 Acro ss performer
50 First victim
51 Sup
53 Distant
54 Table part

Quotable Quote

/ am care ful not to
confuse excellence with
perfection. Excellence, 1
can reach for; perfection
is God's business.
• • • Michael J. Fox

42 Seperates

43 Sugar producer
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ARIES (MARCH 21—APRIL 19)
Oh, grow up...

LIBRA (SEPT. 23—OCT. 23)

TAURUS (APRIL. 20—MAY 20)
Shake that booty - it'll make you feel a lot better!

Whoa, lay off the turkey or else those tryptophans'll get you!

SCORPIO (OCT. 24—NOV. 21)
Avoid beans.

GEMINI (MAY 21—JUNE 21)
Go buy a scarf - the school is not going to warm up any time soon.

CANCER (JUNE 22—JUEY 22)

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22—DEC. 21)
Happy birthday - here's a whole lot of exams!

The answers to your first final isn't at the bottom of that beer pint - go
study for once!

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22—JAN. 19)
It sucks that your birthday is over winter break. You're how old again?

LEO (JULY 23—AUG. 22)

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20—FEB. 18)

Standing on the side of the road eating pizza with Terry will cure all of
your ailments - or just distract you from your final exams.

PISCES (FEB. 19—MARCH 20)

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)
You definitely have a future in writing the Horoscopes section...

PerwseA

If you can make it through the horror that is exams...well, we'll be proud.

\

The answer to life is pie. Lots of pie.

